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1. Summary of main findings 

This report contains the results of the Department of Finance Retail Banking International Markets 

study, covering; the retail banking market structure; Mortgages; Small-to-Medium-Enterprises (SME) 

lending; Current / Deposit accounts. The study relied on data sourced through secondary research and 

supplemented by inputs from Deloitte banking and Capital Market subject matter experts from each of 

the international markets (the United Kingdom (UK), Finland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Canada, New 

Zealand, and Lithuania) included in the study. 

1.1 Market structure and composition 

 The composition of retail banking providers in each of the 7 markets is similar, with non-bank 

providers holding largest average quantity of providers (71%) compared to banks (21%) and 

digital banks (8%). However, in each of the 7 markets, banks dominate the market with four or 

five large banks holding between 60% and 85% market share.  

 New Zealand, the Netherlands and Portugal each have retail banks that are 100% state-owned 

while the UK government has recently reduced its majority shareholding in the NatWest Group 

to 48%. The study has identified no majority state-owned retail banks in UK, Lithuania, Finland 

and Canada.  

 Non-domestic banks (i.e., a subsidiary or branch of a foreign institution) are a feature in all seven 

markets included in the study. However in all markets, except Canada and New Zealand, there 

were more domestic banks than non-domestic. In the case of New Zealand, non-domestic banks 

dominate the market. 

1.2 Retail Banking branch and ATM network  

 The availability of branch banking is in steady decline across all markets e.g., the UK experienced 

a 34% decline in the number of available bank branches between 2012 and 2021. 

 Portugal has the highest number of branches at 34 per 100,000 popultation, whilst the Netherlands 

and Finland have the lowest number (e.g., 7 branches per 100,000 popultation), which is 

significantly lower than the eurozone average of 16 branches per 100,000 popultation. 

 In the UK, non-banks, comprising mainly building societies, credit unions and post offices, 

provide 66% of branches. In contrast, 95% or more branches are provided by banks in New 

Zealand, the Netherlands, Finland, Canada, Portugal, and Lithuania. 

 Governments are increasingly concerned that citizens, particularly vulnerable or rural populations 

have reasonable access to cash. In this regard, the UK, Canada, the Netherlands, Lithuania, and 

Finland have issued guiding principles or regulations for access to cash. In the case of UK, the 

government passed legislation in the Financial Services Act 2021 to enable cashback without a 

purchase, and are set to outline expectations for reasonable distances people should be required 

to travel for access to cash services. In the Netherlands, there is a requirement that 99.8% of the 

population should have access to cash within 5 kilometres of the geographical centre of a 6-digit 
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postcode which is based around population numbers [34]. In Lithuania, the Bank of Lithuania 

entered into a memorandum of understanding in 2021 on the distance based requirements for 

citizens to access cash. In Finland, Bank of Finland published guiding principles on the 

availability and access to cash based services.  

 Automated Teller Machine (ATMs) are a regulated activity in all markets except Finland where 

the Consumer and Competition Authority and Finnish Supervisory Authority scrutinize the 

provision of ATM services. In the UK, the Payment Services Regulator oversees Link (ATM 

network) to ensure access to cash and adequate geographical spread of ATMs. In Portugal, ATMs 

are a regulated activity and credit institutions are prohibited from charging ATM withdrawal fees 

for debit card transactions.  

 Canada (210) and Portugal (165) have the highest number of ATMs per 100,000 popultation, with 

Lithuania (38), Finland (37) and the Netherlands (36) having the lowest number of ATMs per 

100,000 popultation.  

 The number of ATMs is in steady decline across all markets as banks and non-banks seek to reduce 

costs relating to provision and maintenance of ATMs, ATM networks and handling of cash. In 

this regard, it is interesting to note the establishment of ATM utilities in 5 (Canada, the 

Netherlands, Finland, Portugal, and Lithuania) of the 7 markets, which have been established to 

create cost-based efficiencies. 

1.3 Mortgages 

 Institutions in each of the markets appear to use a common price index against which they set the 

mortgage interest rate as follows; Lithuania, Finland and Portugal use the Euro Interbank Offered 

Rate (EURIBOR); the Netherlands use the European Central Bank (ECB) rate; Canada uses the 

Bank of Canada Overnight Rate; New Zealand uses the Official Cash Rate (OCR); and the UK 

uses the Bank of England Base Rate (BEBR). 

 Together, New Zealand (5.6%), the UK (4.22%) and Canada (3.24%) have consistently had the 

highest average interest rates between the period 2013 to 2022. The Netherlands (2.16%), 

Lithuania (2.15%), Finland (1.11%) and Portugal (1.67%) have consistently had low or declining 

interest rates over the period 2013 to 2020. 

 In the UK (50%), New Zealand (80%), the Netherlands (90%) and Canada (73%) the majority of 

open mortgage stock was held on fixed rate interest mortgage products, a likely reflection of 

higher than average mortgage interest rates in each of these markets. In contrast, variable rate 

mortgages were more popular among borrowers in Lithuania (94%), Finland (98%) and Portugal 

(67%), where historical interest rates were comparably lower than the average of these markets. 

Each of the markets have institutions offering Long term fixed rate mortgages, the maximum of 

which is 5 years in New Zealand, 20 years in Finland, 25 years in Canada, 30 years in each of the 

Netherlands and Portugal and up to 40 years in the UK. 

 In 2020 and 2021, interest rates were the lower in all markets then they have been over the past 

10 years. However, global inflationary pressure resulting from the Russian invasion of Ukraine, 

and ongoing supply constraints are driving central banks to increase interest rates in an effort to 
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control inflation. Consequently, it is expected that all markets will see an increase in borrower 

preferences for fixed rate mortgages.  

 As for mortgage switching, none of the markets appear to directly regulate switching. Instead, all 

markets regulate for transparency on pre-contractual information, prohibition of tying practices, 

period of reflection/withdrawal and in particular the right to early repayment of the credit. 

 

1.4 SME Lending 

 Finland and the Netherlands have the highest level of lending per SME at €99,400 and €97,500 

per SME respectively in 2020. New Zealand (€72,300), Portugal (€67,400) and Canada (€64,200) 

are mid-market, whilst the UK (€43,200) and Lithuania (€39,500) have the lowest level of SME 

Lending. 

 For most markets there have been relatively stable volume increases year on year. However, there 

are a few points to note including: New Zealand has experienced an 88.6% increase in SME 

lending between 2014 and 2020. Finland increased SME lending by 140% between 2014 and 2019 

but has since dropped by 26.5% coming into 2020. Portugal and the Netherlands are the only two 

markets in which there was a reduction in lending across the decade with a 16.2% and 10.4% 

decrease respectively. 

 In all markets, the State is an active provider of credit to the SME sector, with credit distributed 

mainly via a partnership model with the commercial sector. 

 

1.5 Switching 

 Across 6 of the 7 markets industry approaches to supporting account switching policies or 

processes were identified, with Canada being the only market where no account switching 

approach was evident. We discuss the other 6 markets switching policies. 

 Account switching is governed by regulation in the following markets; in the UK under the 

‘Current Account Switching Service’ a switch must be completed within 7 days; in the 

Netherlands under ‘Overstapservice’ providers are required to ensure payments to the old account 

continue to be processed for 13 months after switch takes place; in Lithuania and Portugal under 

the European Union (EU) Directive 2014/92 EU; in New Zealand, an industry standard was 

introduced so that switching takes place within 5 days; in Finland, within 13 days of providing 

the destination institution with power of attorney authorising the switch; in Canada there was no 

evidence of a switching regulation. 

 Banks have largely implemented manual processes to support customer account switching 

between institutions in each market. Typically, account switching takes a minimum of 5 days.  
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2. Introduction 

2.1 The Study Scope 

On 23 November 2021, the Minister for Finance, Paschal Donohoe TD, published the Terms of 

Reference for a broad-ranging review of the retail banking sector in Ireland following recent 

developments in the sector which are likely to lead to significant structural changes to the market.  

The Terms of Reference require the Department of Finance to produce a report which must, amongst 

other things, consider: 

“the size and structure of the retail banking sector and best/recent practices in similar sized open 

economies in the EU/Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to see what 

lessons Ireland can learn from such countries” 

It is within this context that Deloitte was selected, through a competitive tendering process, to gather 

and collate data on 7 international markets enabling the Department to separately conduct an 

international comparison of retail banking markets (the International Comparison). The International 

Comparison will provide input to the Department’s Retail Banking Review on peer country statistics to 

help the Retail Banking Review perform a comparison for the Irish banking sector. The Department of 

Finance required Deloitte to gather the information in the International Comparison through secondary 

research.  

The focus of the Retail Banking Review, and this International Comparison, is on retail banking services, 

which are defined as Current/Payment accounts, savings accounts, credit to consumers and Small and 

medium sized enterprises (SMEs) and Mortgages. The Retail Banking Review and the International 

Comparison will consider retail banking services provided by traditional banks, digital banks and non-

banks.  

The Department requested Deloitte to gather information on each of the comparison countries relating 

to the size and structure of the retail banking sector, the mortgage market, lending to SMEs, 

Current/Payment accounts and consumer lending. The information gathered in the International 

Comparison will help inform the Retail Banking Review on the lessons Ireland can learn from its 

international peers including the best practices these countries have implemented. 

2.2 The Retail Banking Sector 

Banks play a key role in Ireland’s economic activity by safeguarding people’s savings, providing credit 

to consumers and businesses, maintaining the flow of cash, and ensuring appropriate access to retail 

banking services to all in society. Traditionally, retail banking services in Ireland have mainly been 

provided by the traditional banks, with additional choice provided by Credit Unions and the An Post 

network. More recently, digital banks and non-banks have entered retail banking market providing some 
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retail banking services to consumers and SMEs. Their number, and the number of customers they serve 

have been growing in recent years. 

Irish consumers and SMEs are currently served by 5 traditional retail banks: Allied Irish bank (AIB), 

Bank of Ireland, Permanent TSB, KBC and Ulster Bank (NatWest). In 2021, NatWest made an 

announcement that it intends to make a phased withdrawal from the Irish market. Shortly after 

NatWest’s announcement, KBC made a similar announcement. Following the withdrawal of Ulster 

Bank and KBC there will be 3 traditional banks operating in the retail banking sector in Ireland. In 2021, 

Bank of Ireland closed 88 branches, which equated to around one third of all its branches in Ireland. 

AIB closed a further 15 branches and KBC’s 16 branches will close once it exits the market. Ulster 

Bank will transfer 25 of its branches to Permanent TSB and will close the remaining 63. 

The following themes have been raised by stakeholders commenting and considering the retail banking 

sector: 

 The retail banking sector has become more consolidated, due to withdrawals, mergers, and 

acquisitions; 

 The banks will likely remain the most significant provider of credit to the real economy in the 

near future, though their dominance is likely to reduce over time; 

 Changing demographics will have a significant impact on the future for the retail banking 

sector, with the sector likely to adapt its product offering to the changing age profile and 

technological capability of consumers and SMEs in Ireland; 

 The traditional retail banking model is being disrupted as advances in financial technology 

(FinTech) and the expansion of non-bank lending mean there is a transition underway to a more 

diverse and digital banking sector;  

 Change is happening at a fast pace. There is an ongoing need for the retail banking sector to 

adjust the way it operates due to a number of factors, including competition from newer entrants, 

digitalization of financial services and the need for the retail banking sector to support the 

transition to a green economy; 

 Digitalization is essential to guarantee the longer-term sustainability of banks’ business 

models; 

 Consumers and SMEs are being impacted by change. Whilst digitalization and innovation bring 

opportunities and enhanced benefits for consumers and SMEs, and for the economy overall, 

there are also risks such as the financial exclusion of those in society who cannot or will not, 

for whatever reason, access digital services, or where digitalization is poorly executed resulting 

in all users being impacted; and 

 The regulatory framework needs to keep pace with the evolving opportunities and risks arising 

from change. The pipeline of new regulation includes new or updated requirements relating to 

banking resilience, consumer credit, non-performing loans and payment services.  
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The importance of the retail banking sector in supporting Irish consumers will remain unchanged as 

consumers will need a safe place to hold their savings, access credit and cash.  

2.3 The Economic Context 

The economic recovery following the pandemic has been rapid and economic activity is now 5.6% 

above pre-pandemic levels. The level of employment is also at its highest ever level. The strong 

recovery has run up against supply chain constraints and in combination with the Russian invasion of 

Ukraine has resulted in a worsening inflation situation. The elevated inflation outlook and increase in 

precautionary savings has led to a slowdown in the recovery in consumer spending. Risks to the 

economic outlook are therefore tilted to the downside. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Comparative markets 

The Retail Banking Review team identified a number of criteria to be used to select the peer countries 

by which to compare Ireland. These criteria were selected to provide a mix of representative countries 

to identify characteristics which could be considered for emulation. The selection criteria were as 

follows: 

 all comparison countries should be members of the OECD; 

 a mix of Single Supervisory Mechanism and non-Single Supervisory Mechanism countries are 

required; 

 most peer countries should have a similar population, but other considerations may warrant the 

inclusion of countries with larger or smaller populations; 

 the countries selected should be open economies; 

 some of the countries selected should have similar housing markets; and,  

 some countries with interesting characteristics should be included.  

Based on the selection criteria outlined above, the Department identified the UK, New Zealand, the 

Netherlands, Portugal, Lithuania, Finland, and Canada as markets of interest. Figure 3.a below describes 

the population, Gross Domestic Production (GDP), currency, number of households, number of SMEs 

and unemployment rate for each of the countries that were identified as appropriate comparison markets 

for Ireland:  

 

  UK New Zealand Netherlands Portugal Lithuania Finland Canada 

Population (mn) 67.1 5.1 17.4 10.3 2.8 5.5 38 

GDP (€bn) 3,113 221 1,036 344 111 282 1,852 

GDP per capita (€bn) 46,103 43,184 59,061 33,432 39,611 50,903 48,427 

Currency GBP NZD EUR EUR EUR EUR CAD 

Households (mn) 27.8 1.86 8 4.15 1.45 3.12 16.28 

SMEs 5,600,000 554,994 1,240,000 873,242 86,738 228,760 1,220,000 

Unemployment 4.0% 3.2% 3.8% 5.9% 6.6% 7.2% 6.0% 

Figure 3.a (2021) 

Source: [A1-A42] 
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3.2 Research Approach 

Principles of agile delivery methodologies were adopted to create a tailored research approach that 

considered the limitations of secondary research and short timeframe to deliver the final report over an 

8-week period. The research team and the Department’s project team worked iteratively to perform 

discovery, data gathering, data verification, review and presentation of the agreed research requirements. 

The final deliverable was drafted, reviewed, iterated and a final report produced, which was approved 

at the end of the project. The project teams met regularly to review key issues and risks to consider the 

fit for purposes of the gathered data, agree where combinations of data could be reasonably used as a 

proxy to the availability of specified data requirements and to take decisions on adjustments to the scope 

of work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 . 2 . 1  D I S C O V E R Y  

The discovery phase focussed on reviewing and agreeing the definition of terms and detailed 

requirements for the targeted secondary research. A thorough market scan was performed to identify 

and agree suitable sources of secondary data required to gather the appropriate data and highlight any 

limitations or concerns. Deloitte banking and Capital Market leaders were contacted to provide direction 

and where appropriate, input in respect of any identified gaps in data sources. 

3 . 2 . 2  D A T A  G A T H E R I N G  

The data gathering phase focused on data research and gathering using the agreed and approved 

secondary and trusted public data sources. The data gathering phase relied on desk research leveraging 

sources such as Central bank published data, governmental agency data, vetted public datasets and 

statistics and data direct from the financial services institutions. Numbers reported in local currencies 

were converted to euro using the relevant annual average exchange rate.  

Discovery 
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Verification 
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3 . 2 . 3  D A T A  V E R I F I C A T I O N   

During the data verification phase, analysis of the gathered data was performed to ensure quantitative 

and qualitative data were fit for the purpose and could be relied upon to meet the agreed requirements. 

Where appropriate and with the agreement of the Department, separate data sources were combined in 

order to create a proxy for the required data set.  

3 . 2 . 4  R E V I E W  A N D  P R E S E N T A T I O N  

Regular meetings were held between the Department and Deloitte project teams to evaluate, receive 

feedback, or make decisions regarding the gathered data and the draft final report content. 

3.3 Limitations 

As requested by the Department, the study relied on secondary research as the principle means of 

sourcing quantitative and qualitative data in response to the requirements stipulated in the 

Supplementary Request for Tender (SRFT). Consequently, the results set out in this document should 

be considered in the following context: 

 As the study relied on secondary sources of data, the research team do not have control over 

the quality of data contained in the secondary data sources.  

 In some instances, secondary data sources may not have directly provided the quantitative or 

qualitative information required to directly respond to the research requirement. In some 

instances, two or more sources of data were combined to answer the research requirement. 

Consequently, there is a risk to the accuracy of the data provided in this report. 
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4. Market research findings 

This chapter describes the market research findings, addressing; retail banking sector and market 

structure (section 4.1); Mortgages (section 4.2); SME lending (section 4.3); and Current/Payment 

accounts, and Consumer lending (section 4.4). 

4.1 Retail Banking Sector and Market Structure 

Section 4.1 describes the retail banking sector and market structure and includes details of the number 

of retail banking participants (section 4.1.1); ownership of banks – state versus private (section 4.1.2); 

Domestic versus non-domestic banks and digital banks (section 4.1.3); branch network (Section 4.1.4); 

ATM network (section 4.1.5); Online banking usage (section 4.1.6); and household lending (section 

4.1.7). 

4 . 1 . 1  N U M B E R  O F  R E T A I L  B A N K I N G  P A R T I C I P A N T S  

This section profiles the retail banking market structure, comparing the quantity of regulated retail 

banks, digital banks and non-bank entities providing retail banking services and identifying which types 

of providers dominate each market. 

 

Figure 4.1.1 defines the number of banks, digital banks and non-banks participating in each of the 7 

markets. A comparative analysis of the number of providers by category (Banks, non-banks and Digital 

banks) shows the UK (368) market has the highest number of providers, followed by Canada (272), 

Finland (193), Portugal (180), Lithuania (79), Netherlands (52) and New Zealand (33).  

 

Non-banks make up the highest proportion of providers in Finland (87%), Canada (85%), Lithuania 

(78%), the UK (77%), Portugal (74%), and New Zealand (60%). The Netherlands has the lowest 

proportion of non-bank (35%) participants.  

 

Digital banks make up the smallest proportion of providers in Canada (4%), the UK (5%), Lithuania 

(6%), Finland (6%) and Portugal (8%). The Netherlands holds the largest proportion of Digital bank 

participants at 27% whilst New Zealand does not have any digital banks offering Retail banking 

services.  
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Figure 4.1.1 (UK, NZ – 2022; PT, LI, FI – 2021; NL – 2019; CA – 2014, 2022) 

Source: [A43-A66] 

Note:  

 Non-banks include Credit Unions, Building Societies, and member owned Cooperative banks 

 Non-bank figures for Canada include Credit Unions and Lending Institutions only 

 Number of digital banks only includes institutions providing retail banking services  

 

Whilst banks represent a relatively modest number of participants in each of the 7 countries, it is 

common in each of the 7 markets for a small number of banks to dominate as follows:  

 In the UK, 18% of retail banking participants are banks and the market is dominated by four 

large retail banks, namely HSBC, Barclays, Lloyds and NatWest Group who hold 64% of the 

personal account market and 67% of business current accounts. While the big four banks 

remain in a strong position, they are facing increasing competition in the market from scale 

challengers such as Santander, Nationwide Building Society, Virgin Money UK, and TSB, 

which have 24% market share of personal accounts, and digital banks like Monzo, Starling, 

Atom and Revolut which have 8% market share of personal accounts[1]. 

 In New Zealand, 39% of retail banking participants are banks and four Australian parented 

banks (Australia and New Zealand banking Group, Commonwealth Bank, National Australia 

Bank, and Westpac) holding 85%[2] of market share.  

 In the Netherlands 38% of retail banking participants are banks, but the market is dominated 

by four Universal banks (ING, ABN AMRO, Rabobank and De Volksbank) [3]. However, the 
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market is dynamic, with non-bank new entrants issuing 50% of new mortgage loans [4]. 

Examples of these non-banks include NIBC a Dutch Investment bank, Dutch mortgage 

Funding Company, an asset manager of residential mortgages, and Syntrus Achema, a private 

mortgage fund[5]. 

 In Portugal, 17% of retail banking participants are retail banks, with the five largest accounting 

for 77% of total assets[6]. The largest of these based on their assets is Caixa General de 

Depositos (€96.3 bn) followed by, Banco Comercial Portugues (€88.6 bn), Santander Totta 

(€54.4 bn), Novo Banco (€44.4 bn) and Banco BPI (€37.8 bn)[7]. In recent years, digital banks 

(i.e. Activo, Moey and Revolut) have begun to provide services in the market but their market 

share is thought to be relatively small[8]. 

 In Lithuania, 15% of retail banking participants are banks and the market is dominated by 

subsidiaries of large Scandinavian banks.[9] The two largest, Swedbank and SEB, are owned 

by parent banks in Sweden with market shares of 49%[10] and 36%[11] respectively.  

 In Finland, 8% of retail banking participants are banks and the sector is dominated by four 

major banks, who together hold 80% market share[12]. Nordea bank, OP Financial Group and 

Municipality Finance are deemed domestically significant institutions (O-SII) and are directly 

supervised by the ECB[12].  

 In Canada, 11% of retail banking participants are banks and the sector is dominated by the Big 

Five banks which include, Royal Bank of Canada, The Bank of Montreal, Canadian Imperial 

Bank of Commerce, The Bank of Nova Scotia, and Toronto-Dominion bank[13]. Together, these 

banks constitute more than 85% of the Canadian banking industry[13].  

 

4 . 1 . 2  O W N E R S H I P  O F  B A N K S  –  S T A T E  V S .  P R I V A T E  

This section analyses the ownership structure of the retail banking market for bank participants and 

includes commentary on how the ownership structure has evolved in recent years. Figure 4.1.2.1 

provides an overview of the types of ownership structures of the leading retail banks in each of the 7 

markets. digital banks were excluded as they are typically funded by institutional investors (i.e., venture 

capital firms or investment funds). non-banks such as Credit Unions and Building Societies were also 

excluded as they are typically member owned.  

New Zealand, the Netherlands and Portugal each have retail banks that are 100% state-owned while the 

UK government has recently reduced its majority shareholding in the NatWest Group to 48%. The UK, 

Lithuania, Finland and Canada have no majority state owned retail banks.  
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Figure 4.1.2.1 

Source: [A67-A109] 

Across the 7 markets, the retail banks are either privately owned, state owned, publicly listed or have 

an ownership structure that is a combination of these types. A description on type of ownership of 

leading banks across the markets is as follows:  

 In the UK, NatWest Group was recently re-privatised with the government retaining 48% of 

shares in the group. This was part of a government plan to slowly drip feed stock sales in the 

market to reduce its stake at times that represent value for money on the investment[14]. The 

government’s stake in Lloyds was dealt with in a similar manner and became fully private 

again in 2018[15]. HSBC and Barclays are publicly listed companies[16, 17].  

 In New Zealand, the four major banks are all Australian subsidiaries, they are ANZ New 

Zealand, ASB bank, BNZ and Westpac[18]. Seeking to safeguard the New Zealand banking 

system, the Central bank has been progressively requiring international banks to separate 

operations and capital of the local units from their Australian parent banks[19]. State owned 

banks are present, but represent a small share of the market, for example, Kiwibank is 100% 

state owned[20]. 

 The Netherlands Financial Institution (NLFI) is an entity that is the result of a parliamentary 

decision to allow the Netherlands to ensure a commercial and non-political governance of 

financial institutions[21]. Currently NLFI holds 56.3% in ABN AMRO, of which 49.9% is 
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directly held via ordinary shares and 6.4% is indirectly held via depositary receipts for 

shares[21]. STAK AAB, another government entity holds the remaining 50.1% of the ordinary 

shares of ABN AMRO[21]. Additionally, De Volksbank is also 100% state-owned by NLFI 

since 2013[22]. The Netherlands government previously announced it intends to gradually 

reduce its interest (through NLFI) in ABN AMRO over time[23]. This is in accordance with a 

Relationship Agreement between NLFI and ABN AMRO dated November 2015[23]. Rabobank 

is a Cooperative bank and does not have shareholders but is member-owned[24]. 

 In Portugal, Caixa Geral de Depósitos the largest bank in Portugal, is 100% state-owned[25]. 

Banco BPI is part of Caixabank Group which owns 100% of Banco BPI's capital[26]. Novo 

Banco was owned by a special Bank Resolution Fund until the bank was sold to new owners; 

in 2017, the US company Lone Star Funds bought a 75% stake in Novo Banco and the 

Resolution Fund kept its 25% stake[27]. Millennium BCP is privately owned by Fosun Group, 

Sonangol Group, Blackrock and EDP Group[28]. Portugal agreed to a Bail-Out Programme in 

order to undertake an aggressive privatisation programme involving seventeen companies, 

some of these include state-owned banks[29].  

 In Lithuania, there was no evidence of state-owned banks, and the study did not identify sources 

which indicate the Lithuanian government have a significant stake in the sector.  

 In Finland, Nordea bank is the largest bank[30] and is publicly traded. Its’ largest shareholders 

are Blackrock, Cevian Capital and Nordea-fonden[31]. OP Financial Group is made up of 137 

OP Cooperative and its Central banks[32]. Over 2 mn owner-customers own the OP Cooperative 

banks and thereby the entire OP Financial Group. Kuntarahoitus is 100-percent owned by the 

Finnish state but is a Credit institution which lends to municipalities, municipal federations, 

municipally controlled entities and non-profit housing organisations and is not a bank[32]. 

 In Canada, during the 2008/09 financial crisis the Canadian government did not purchase any 

shares of their banks. At the time, the banks were reported as having been supported with 

Canadian Dollars (CAD) 69 bn to remove Mortgages from the banks’ balance sheets. It has 

since been reported that the banks, in fact, received CAD 114 bn which exceeded what would 

have been the entire cost of some of the banks[33]. The Canadian government does not have any 

significant stake in the banking sector.  

 

4 . 1 . 3  D O M E S T I C  V E R S U S  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  B A N K S  A N D  D I G I T A L  

B A N K S  

This section compares the number of domestic and non-domestic (i.e., a subsidiary or branch of a 

foreign institution) banks and digital banks operating in the UK, New Zealand, the Netherlands and 

Lithuania. Due to insufficient data, Finland, and Portugal were excluded from the analysis. 

Figure 4.1.3.1 illustrates the number of Domestic and non-domestic banks and digital banks in the UK, 

New Zealand, the Netherlands, Lithuania and Canada. The split of Domestic and non-domestic banks 

and digital banks across the five markets is as follows: 
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 In the UK 45% of banks and 78% of digital banks are non-domestic.  

 In the Netherlands, 40% of banks and 93% of digital banks are non-domestic.  

 In Lithuania, 42% of banks and 40% of digital banks are non-domestic.  

 In New Zealand 77% of banks are non-domestic, whilst there are no Digital banks.  

 In Canada, 57% of banks are non-domestic, whereas all digital banks are Domestic 

 

  

Figure 4.1.3.1 (UK, NZ – 2022; LI - 2021; NL – 2019, CA – 2014, 2022) 

Source: [A110-A141] 

Note:  

 Due to insufficient data, Portugal and Finland were excluded from analysis 

 Non-banks (Credit Unions, Building Societies and Co-operative banks) were excluded from 

analysis as they are generally domestic 

4 . 1 . 4  B R A N C H  N E T W O R K  

This section analyses the total number of bank and non-bank branches (i.e., bricks and mortar outlet 

providing retail banking services directly to customers) present in each of the 7 markets. Additionally, 

this section considers how the branch network has changed in recent years and if there have been any 

policy changes introduced to ensure access to branches in each of the markets.  

Figure 4.1.4.1 describes the number of bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 population for each of 

the 7 markets. The highest to lowest number of total bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 

popultation are: Portugal (34.1), the UK (30.5), New Zealand (21.8), Canada (20.8), Lithuania (12.7), 

the Netherlands (7.1) and Finland (7.1). 
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Figure 4.1.4.1 (UK – 2022; other markets – 2020)  

Source: [A142-A155] 

Note:  

 Non-Bank figures calculated by considering each non-bank operates as one Branch 

 Population figures for the mentioned year were considered while calculating per 100,000 

population values 

The UK is the only market where non-banks provide a greater share of branches than banks i.e., 66% 

of branches are provided by non-banks i.e., Building Societies, Credit Unions and post offices, etc. In 

New Zealand, The Netherlands, Portugal, and Canada, banks provide 97% of branches. In Lithuania, 

83% of branches are provided by banks and in Finland, banks provide 57% of branches.  

Across each of the markets there has been a steady decline in the number of branches in the past decade. 

Cost optimisation, digitisation, and reduced usage of cash are cited as major reasons for the reduction 

in branch banking. In response, markets including, the UK, Netherlands, Lithuania and Finland have 

already or are considering introducing policy or regulatory changes to maintain access to cash and 

branch banking services. We observe the following:  

 In the UK, there are 30.5 bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation. However, over 

the past decade bank branches have fallen steadily from 13,345 in 2012 to 8,810 in 2021, a fall 

of 34%. In 2022, the decline has continued with 6,965 bank branches remaining. Branch 

closures in rural areas have proved to be particularly controversial as bank and non-bank 

branches typically play a significant role in community cohesion[34]. In the UK, particular focus 

is given to "last in town Branches" or branches where "vulnerable" customers are reliant on the 

services provided by bank and non-bank Branches[35]. Banks are partnering with Post Office 

service providers to provide access to limited bank services in locations where they do not have 

a branch network[36]. Additionally, in May 2022 the UK government introduced new measures 

to protect access to cash and promote financial inclusion. The government will set out 
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expectations of distances it believes are reasonable for people to travel when depositing or 

withdrawing cash. Legislation was also passed in the Financial Services Act 2021 to enable the 

widespread adoption of cashback without a purchase, which was possible due to UKs departure 

from the EU[37]. 

 In New Zealand, there are 21.8 bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation. The 

number of bank branches has steadily declined over the past decade as the banks have 

increasingly focussed on Digital banking. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s view is that, in 

the absence of a policy response, the cash system will face acute resilience issues and the 

contribution cash makes to financial and social inclusion will continue to decline. 

Consequently, the ability of cash to perform its role as a trusted value anchor for private money 

and the wider financial system will be under threat[38]. 

 In the Netherlands there are 7.10 bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation. The 

Netherlands has significantly lower number of branches compared to the EU average of 16.1 

branches per 100,000 popultation. There is a requirement, that 99.8% of the population should 

have access to cash within 5 kilometres of the geographical centre of a 6-digit postcode which 

is based around population numbers[39]. 

 Portugal has the highest number of bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation at 

34.1. Approximately 87% of bank branch visits are made by 28% of customers, which tend to 

be older clients, who are highly focused on personal service and security. There is an 

opportunity to migrate transactions to ATM and digital, and to deploy a more automated, leaner 

and paperless branch operating model[40]. However, branches are still very important for 

customer acquisition in Portugal and footprint remains key, with branch proximity and access 

cited by new customers as one of the main factors in choosing their bank[41]. 

 In Lithuania, there are 12.7 bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation. In 2021, the 

Bank of Lithuania and the banks entered into a memorandum of understanding to ensure access 

to cash. By July 2022, there should be at least one cash withdrawal point within 10 kilometres 

from the declared place of residence for at least 90% of Lithuania’s population, or within 20 

kilometres for 99% of population[42]. 

 In Finland there are 7.05 branches per 100,000 popultation, the lowest across the 7 markets 

included in this study. The decline in use of cash as a means of payment is further advanced in 

Finland than in many other euro countries, so Finland is also among the first countries to 

consider the level at which cash services must be secured in society[43]. The Bank of Finland 

published guiding principles, including, cash must be available at a reasonable cost, be usable 

for the most important everyday purchases and that deposit banks are encouraged to ensure 

customers have access to deposits and withdrawals with a reasonable level of charge free 

withdrawals from their accounts[44].  

In Canada, there are 20.8 bank and non-bank branches per 100,000 popultation. Between 2016 

and 2020, the number of branches decreased from 6,190 to 5,783 which is a 7% decrease over 

5 years. In 2006, there were 24.6 bank branches per 100,000 adults. According to the Bank of 

Canada Act, “It is the duty of the bank to make adequate arrangements for the issue of its notes 

in Canada and the supply of those notes as required for circulation in Canada.” Almost all 
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Canadians (97%) have access to at least one Automated Banking Machines (ABM) are a 

colloquial term and are the same as ATMs in their communities[45].  

4 . 1 . 5  A T M  N E T W O R K  

This section explores the number of ATMs provided per 100,000 popultation in each of the 7 markets 

and whether ATMs are provided by banks or Independent ATM Deployers (IADs). Finally, this section 

considers whether the operation of ATMs is a regulated activity. 

Figure 4.1.5.1 shows the number of ATMs per 100,000 population in each of the markets. Canada has 

the highest number of ATMs per 100,000 (210), followed by Portugal (165), the UK (79), New Zealand 

(54), Lithuania (38), Finland (37) and the Netherlands (36).  

Figure 4.1.5.2 defines the number of ATMs in each of the markets. All of the markets are experiencing 

a declining trend in total ATM numbers over the past three years. Analysis highlights that as of 2020 

Canada (79,966) had the highest number of ATMs followed by Portugal (17,018), the Netherlands 

(6,279), New Zealand (2,754), Finland (2,064) and Lithuania (1,058). The UK also had a relatively high 

number of ATMs (52,969) as of 2022. 

 

Figure 4.1.5.1 (UK – 2022, other markets 2020) 

Source: [A156-A162] 

Note: *Per 100,000 population ATMs in UK calculated by Number of ATM figures for 2022 & 

population figures for 2021 
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Figure 4.1.5.2 (UK – 2022; other markets-2020) 

Source: [A162-A168] 

Note:  

 *Number of ATM in 2022 

 **Calculated number of ATMs by considering per 100,000 population ATMs and population 

for that year  

An analysis of the 7 markets indicates that there has been a decline in the number of ATMs. The main 

reasoning for consolidating ATMs in the markets is to reduce costs, such as rising transaction costs and 

the handling of cash. It is becoming too costly for banks to support their own ATM networks with an 

ever-shrinking number of cash dependent users. 

 In the UK, the Payment Services Regulator oversees Link with a focus on ensuring access to 

cash and maintaining the current geographic spread of free to use ATMs[46]. Link provides the 

ATM network enabling ATM operators to provide cash withdrawal services across the UK[47]. 

The Link network supports approximately 52,969 ATMs in the UK. Both free-to-use and pay 

to use ATMs are members of Link as it's the inter-bank payment system.  

 In New Zealand, operating ATMs is regulated, and the ATMs are primarily operated by private 

networks[48]. In 2017, Cardtronics became the largest independent operator of ATMs in New 

Zealand, providing access to cash across the country. Cardtronics is an NCR company, and 

they also recently announced a strategic partnership with BNZ, one of New Zealand’s largest 

banks, to manage the bank’s ATM fleet[49,151]. Additionally, there are other independent 

providers such as ACM and Banzpay[48]. 

 In the Netherlands, operating ATMs is a regulated activity[50]. The the major Dutch banks 

(ABN AMRO, ING, and Rabobank) created an ATM utility known as Geldmaat which 
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operates approximately 3,850 ATMs whilst there are approximately 1,150 ATMs provided by 

IADs in 2021[51]. 

 In Portugal, operating ATMs is regulated by Banco de Portugal[52]. In Portugal, credit 

institutions are prohibited from charging fees for ATM withdrawals. However, if the 

withdrawal is made on credit, it may be subject to the payment of commissions associated with 

the granting of credit and, eventually, interest. Multibanco is the nationwide utility provider of 

more than 12,000 ATMs. The Multibanco system is a combined network of 27 Portuguese 

banks which is run by Sociedade Interbancária de Serviços SA (SIBS)[53].  

 In Lithuania, the Bank of Lithuania monitors ATM providers[54].Lithuania has several banks 

operating their own ATMs such as Swedbank, SEB and Citadel. They also have a banking 

network called “Medus”, which is a private utility that is managed by Worldline Lietuva. The 

network includes the previously mentioned Swedbank, SEB and Citadel alongside LKU, 

Siauliu and online bank Luminor[55]. 

 In Finland, operating ATMs is not regulated. However, ATM provision is scrutinised by 

Consumer and Competition Authority[56]. Otto is a nationwide utility provider which is jointly 

owned by three banks and has replaced bank-branded ATMs. Separately, Nosto ATMs owned 

by Norwegian Nokas has a small market share[57]. Bittimaatti also operates ATMs in the market, 

which allow customers to buy and sell bitcoin for cash[58]. 

 In Canada, banks are regulated by the Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (FCAC) and 

ATMs are a part of that regulated activity[59]. In Canada there are close to 80,000[60] ATMs, 

including 18,515[61] bank-owned ATMs. The country’s five largest banks - Royal Bank of 

Canada, Toronto-Dominion bank, Scotiabank, Bank of Montreal and Canadian Imperial Bank 

of Commerce - operate their own branded ATMs. They also form part of several interbank 

networks, including The Exchange[62]. The Exchange Network is a group of banks and Credit 

Unions that have agreed to let their cardholders use each other’s ATMs as if they were their 

own. This gives their cardholders access to thousands of ATMs across Canada, all surcharge-

free. The Exchange network is run by Ficanex[63]. 

4 . 1 . 6  O N L I N E  B A N K I N G  U S A G E  

This section summarises the proportion of retail banking customers using Online banking services in 

the 7 markets.  

Figure 4.1.6.1 gives a market comparison of the percentage of customers using online banking. The 

Netherlands has the highest percentage of users for all markets at 91%. Portugal is an outlier with just 

53% of customers using online banking, which is 19% less than the next nearest market, Lithuania. 

Despite New Zealand having no digital banks in their market they have the third largest percentage of 

users of online banking services. This is likely due to the four major Australian headquartered banks 

and their Online banking services which have been developed to serve the wider home Australian 

market. 
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Figure 4.1.6.1 (UK – 2020; NZ – 2019; NL, PT, LI, FI – 2021; CA – 2022) 

Source: [A169-A171] 

Note: *Proxy data; considered % of Online banking users at ANZ proportional to % of Online 

banking users in New Zealand 

In each of the markets there are various online services provided by banks, digital banks and non-banks. 

There is mostly consistency between the types of providers with non-banks offering the most limited 

services such as opening an account, checking balances & statements, applications for loans and 

managing payments. Generally, banks provide additional services such as setting up standing orders, 

direct debits, and overdrafts. The digital banks tend to offer more innovation in addition to the 

aforementioned services, such as, bill splitting, multicurrency balances, travel insurance and 

investments in stocks or cryptocurrencies.  

One of the main driving factors in the uptake of Online banking services across the markets has been 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic with trends having progressed rapidly over the last few years and the 

results of which do not appear likely to be reversed, particularly as new banking behaviours are 

embedded.  

4 . 1 . 7  H O U S E H O L D  L E N D I N G  

This section describes the total value of household lending (including mortgage debt) and the value per 

capita in the UK, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Portugal, Finland, Lithuania and Canada. Additionally, 

we consider consumer attitudes towards borrowing in each of the target markets. 

Figure 4.1.7.1 illustrates total household debt as of 2020. The UK (€1,908 bn) and Canada (€1,607 bn) 

have significantly larger levels of household debt as compared to other markets. The Netherlands (€911 

bn) is third highest, followed by Finland (€163 bn), Portugal (€ 160 bn), and New Zealand (€142 bn). 

Lithuania (€12 bn) has the lowest household debt across the assessed markets. 
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Figure 4.1.7.2 shows the Netherlands (€52,232) as having the highest level of per capita household debt 

with Canada (€42,283) a close second and followed by Finland (€29,478), the UK (€28,443) and New 

Zealand (€27,897). Portugal (€15,538) and Lithuania (€4,294) have significantly lower levels of per 

capita household debt compared to the Netherlands and Canada. 

 

Figure 4.1.7.1 (2020) 

Source: [A172-A178] 

Note: *Proxy data used for Netherlands & Portugal; calculated by considering average value over 

Q4 ‘2020 and Q1 ‘2021 
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Figure 4.1.7.2 (2020)  

Source: [A179] 

Note:  

 *Proxy data used for Netherlands & Portugal; household debt calculated by considering 

average value over Q4 ‘2020 and Q1 ‘2021 

 Per capita figures calculated by considering population figures in the market for that year 

Across the markets there are a varied set of trends at play in relation to household lending as follows: 

 In the UK, the use of Buy-Now Pay-Later (BNPL) products has quadrupled in 2020 and is now 

at £2.7 bn with 5 mn users since the beginning of the pandemic. More than one in ten customers 

of a major bank using BNPL were already in arrears[64]. 

 In New Zealand, consumers focused on paying down debt when Covid-19 first hit the country. 

The Reserve bank national household balance sheet shows that between December 2019 and 

December 2020, households paid New Zealand Dollar (NZD) 2 bn off their collective 

Consumer debt (i.e., credit cards), reducing Consumer debt to NZD 15 bn. Nonetheless, home 

loan borrowing has driven national household debt up from NZD 236 bn to NZD 250 bn[65].  

 In the Netherlands, there is a historical cultural reluctance to borrow for personal finance which 

is still pervasive amongst Baby Boomers (1946 - 1964) and Gen X (1965 - 1980), who prefer 

to limit borrowing to fund the cost of purchasing a home. In contrast, Millennials (1981 - 1995) 

and Gen Z (1996 - 2010) are borrowing for personal finance[66] in recent years. 

 In Lithuania, there was a large decrease in new consumer credit in 2020. Consumer credit 

providers, including peer-to-peer lending platform operators, issued 278,000 credit facilities. 

This is a decrease of 36%, compared to 2019. Meanwhile, the total amount of funds borrowed 

by consumers last year was nearly 25% lower, amounting to slightly more than €390 mn[67]  
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 In Finland, the majority of loans are granted by banks. The number of new lenders and new 

approaches to lending are increasing both within the banking sector and outside it. Digital 

channels play a major role in lending, although branches still have their part to play. Loan 

applications by households were usually made digitally, but at the later stages of granting loans 

digital services were used less. An exception to this trend is unsecured consumer loans, most 

of which were granted via digital channels, with no need for the personal involvement of 

branches. Unsecured consumer loans tended to be granted particularly often based on an 

automatic decision, while with other loan products the number of automatic decisions was far 

smaller[68]. 

 In Canada, the public are spending again, adding to credit card and Personal loan balances and 

opening new mortgages, bringing the credit market closer to pre-pandemic levels. The credit 

monitoring agency who monitors consumer credit health based on demand, supply, behavior, 

and performance, reported that Credit Industry Indicator increased by 32 points in 2022. The 

indicator has not yet reached pre-pandemic levels, however, and is just shy of its level recorded 

in December 2019[69]. 

4 . 1 . 8  C O N S U M E R  C R E D I T  M A R K E T  S H A R E  

This section looks at the percentage share of consumer credit providers for traditional retail banks and 

non-banks across 4 of the markets. 

Figure 4.1.8.1 highlights Finland as the market with the largest percentage share of retail bank consumer 

credit providers. New Zealand and Lithuania have a nearly even split between banks and non-banks. 

The Netherlands is the only market assessed that had a majority non-bank Consumer lending. 

 

Figure 4.1.8.1 (UK, LI – 2022; FI – 2021)  

Source: [A180-A184] 

Note: Due to insufficient data, UK, Portugal and Canada were excluded from analysis 
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4.2 Mortgage Market  

Section 4.2 describes the mortgage market; mortgage funding (section 4.2.1); Average mortgage 

interest rates (section 4.2.2); mortgage preferences – fixed versus variable rates (section 4.2.3); 

mortgage Index (Section 4.2.4); Conveyancing Fees (section 4.2.5); mortgage products (section 4.2.6); 

Green mortgage products (section 4.2.7); mortgage switching (section 4.2.8); mortgage terms (section 

4.9); mortgage accounts (section 4.10); mortgage market share (Section 4.11); mortgage market share 

concentration (Section 4.12). 

 

4 . 2 . 1  M O R T G A G E  F U N D I N G  

This section considers how the banks fund Mortgages across each of the 7 markets as follows: 

 In the UK, retail deposits and Wholesale Funding (i.e., Covered Bonds) are the most common 

forms of funding in the market[70]. The UK recorded a strong inflow of funding primarily from 

retail sources in 2020[71]. With limited spending opportunities owing to pandemic driven 

restrictions, households were able to save significantly more from their household income. As 

a result, household balances increased by £178 bn in 2020, as compared to an average of £52 

bn over the previous 3 years[70].  

 In New Zealand, banks typically rely on customer deposits and Wholesale Funding for 

Mortgages. Recently, Reserve Bank of New Zealand launched a Funding for Lending 

programme providing government funding to banks to enable them to lend more with reduced 

funding costs and lower their borrower’s interest rates[72]. In situations when there is an asset 

liability mismatch, the banks offer a lucrative interest rate to attract deposits from consumers 

to bridge the gap. Registered banks in New Zealand also issue bonds to raise funds in the money 

market, although the big 4 banks (ANZ, ASB, Westpac and BNZ) rely only on deposits as 

source of funds. Institutions that are not allowed to take deposits from customers (Non- banking 

Deposit Takers or NBDTs) receive their funding from the big 4 banks[73]. In an effort to support 

the economy, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand lent NZD 8.2 bn under its recently launched 

Funding for Lending program. The program was launched with the hope that it would make 

banks less reliant on more expensive deposits and wholesale borrowing, thus lowering their 

overall funding costs[72]. 

 In the Netherlands, Covered Bonds are typically the preferred funding tools for mortgage 

portfolios to raise long-term funding to match increasingly long-dated mortgage loans. A shift 

was observed during the pandemic, however, as the banks sourced a larger portion of mortgage 

funds from customer deposits. This was driven by a sharp increase in deposits by retail 

consumers and, as a result, allowed banks to limit funding for Mortgages from wholesale 

sources[103].  

 In Finland, market-based funding accounted for 53% of the total after Nordea moved to 

Finland. However, the dispersion is high between Credit institutions: with some funding their 
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operations almost entirely with deposits, whilst others, especially mortgage Credit institutions, 

only issue Covered Bonds[70].  

 In Lithuania, customer deposits are the principal method of funding mortgages. Despite the 

majority of banks offering close to zero rate for EUR term deposits, deposits continued to grow. 

The competitive landscape is dominated by SEB, Swedbank, and Luminor (merged DNB and 

Nordea banks). The above three banks together comprise 97% of mortgage market, since all of 

them have strong parent banks, they are in good position to provide relatively cheap mortgage 

funding in Lithuania based on local deposits and parent funding[70]. 

 In Canada, mortgage lenders rely on a variety of funding sources, including conventional retail 

deposits and capital market instruments, such as Covered Bonds and Securitizations. 

Traditionally, Canadian deposit-taking institutions have relied primarily on retail deposits to 

fund Mortgages. Many of these deposits are insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, making them a stable and cost-effective source of funding. mortgage 

Securitization has nonetheless grown in importance in Canada over the past two decades, 

primarily through programs offered by the Canada mortgage and Housing Corporation 

(CMHC): National Housing Act Mortgage-Backed Securities (NHA MBS) and Canada 

mortgage Bonds (CMBs). NHA MBS funding reached 20% of outstanding residential 

mortgages just before the global financial crisis. Issuance grew strongly between 2008 and 

2010, partly in response to the Insured mortgage Purchase Program (IMPP), which provided 

mortgage lenders with an additional source of liquidity during the crisis. Although the IMPP 

was discontinued in 2010, the stock of NHA MBS has continued to grow in absolute size and 

currently accounts for about 34% of residential mortgages. Small lenders generally have fewer 

options for funding Mortgages than large banks and have increasingly relied on CMHCs 

Securitization programs. According to CMHC, the share of CMB issuance by participants other 

than the six largest banks increased from 19% to 51% between 2006 and 2013. In addition to 

NHA MBS and CMBs, many smaller lenders obtain significant funding from Brokered 

Deposits. While this source of financing has increased competition in the mortgage market, the 

business model is potentially vulnerable to shifts in the availability of Brokered Deposits, 

which are a less-stable source of funding than retail deposits[74].  

 

4 . 2 . 2  A V E R A G E  M O R T G A G E  I N T E R E S T  R A T E S  

This section analyses the average bank mortgage interest rates in each of the 7 markets and considers 

whether and why the average interest rates are high/low relative to the local Central bank or ECB rates 

for the EU markets.  
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Figure 4.2.2.1 (2013 – 2022 (most recent)) 

Source: [A185-A191] 

Note:  

 *Data for Netherlands available up to 2020 

 ** Data for Portugal available up to 2021 

 ***Interest rates for 1-year fixed mortgages included 

Figure 4.2.2.1 represents the average interest rates for residential mortgages over the last decade in each 

of the 7 markets. Together, New Zealand (5.6%), the UK (4.22%) and Canada (3.24%) have consistently 

had the highest average interest rates between the period 2013 to 2022. The Netherlands (2.16%), 

Lithuania (2.15%), Finland (1.11%) and Portugal (1.67%) have consistently had low or declining 

interest rates over the period 2013 to 2020.  

In the past two years average interest rates have reached some of their lowest points in the past decade. 

However, as the central banks and ECB continue to increase their benchmark rates to attempt to combat 

inflation it is expected that average interest rates will also continue to increase. 

Inflation has globally increased, reflecting the impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, ongoing 

supply constraints, and strong demand. Many central banks are tightening monetary policy to combat 

inflation, and the resulting tighter financial conditions are moderating economic growth. A market wise 

view of changes in economic conditions leading to change mortgage rates is shared below: 

 Mortgage rates in the UK have seen a steep increase recently. The average mortgage rate in the 

UK increased to 4.38% in June from 4.25% in May of 2022[75]. The primary reason for this 

change has been the increase in base rate offered by Bank of England which is currently 

1.25%[76]. The base rate was recently increased by 0.25pp in June 2022 and has been on an 

upward trend since autumn 2021[77].  
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 In New Zealand, interest rates have been on a downward trend over the last 5 years. However, 

with the onset of COVID-19, interest rates further declined leading to an unprecedented 

increase in house prices and increase in CPI (Consumer Price Index). To counter its effect, and 

the effects of rising inflation in the market, the Reserve bank began increasing the OCR leading 

to a rise in interest rate for Mortgages. The most recently reported OCR stood at 3% in August 

2022, a significant increase of 2.75% as compared to 0.25% in August 2021[78]. 

 The mortgage interest rates have been largely stable across Netherlands, Portugal, Lithuania 

and Finland in recent years. However, ECB rate increases are beginning to impact the mortgage 

interest rates across each of these markets. The change as cited by ECB’s Governing Council 

has been triggered to keep the prices of euro stable and curb the growing inflation rate in the 

markets[79]. 

 In the Canadian market, inflation and increasing CPI have triggered the Bank of Canada to 

increase the policy interest rates by 100 basis points to 2.5%. As a result, the average interest 

rate for Mortgages has increased from 2.79% in June 2021 to 3.62% in June 2022[80].  

4 . 2 . 3  M O R T G A G E  P R E F E R E N C E S  –  F I X E D  V S .  V A R I A B L E  R A T E S  

This section identifies the proportion of mortgage holders in each of the markets on fixed or variable 

interest rates based on the stock of outstanding Mortgages. We also consider current borrower 

preferences for fixed and variable rates in each of the markets. 

Figure 4.2.3.1 highlights the proportion of mortgage stock on fixed or variable rate mortgages. Finland 

(98%), Lithuania (94%), and Portugal (67%) have a larger stock of variable rate mortgages. The 

Netherlands (90%) and New Zealand (80%) have the highest stock of fixed term mortgage loans 

followed by Canada (73%). In the UK 50% of mortgage loans are fixed term products of 5 years or 

higher term.  

Market Outstanding Stock Fixed or Variable Mortgages 

UK 50% Fixed term  

New Zealand 80% Short term fixed rate 

The Netherlands 90% Fixed term  

Portugal 67% Variable interest mortgage loans 

Lithuania 94% Variable interest mortgage loans 

Finland 98% Variable interest mortgage loans 

Canada 73% Fixed term Mortgages  

Figure 4.2.3.1 

Source: [A192-A199] 
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Prior to recent inflation and the resulting benchmark rate increases, longer term fixed rates were 

becoming more popular in markets that already had a preference for fixed rates. For example, the UK 

is experiencing an increase customer preference for fixed rate mortgages with a shift from shorter 2-

year fixed Mortgages to 5-year fixed terms as a result of the current economic outlook and political 

uncertainty.  

Consumer preference towards selecting a fixed rate product or a variable rate product varies greatly 

across the seven markets. Prevailing economic conditions, market stability and historical interest rates 

play a crucial role in driving consumer sentiment. Observations and insights on consumer preferences 

are shared below: 

 In the UK, borrowers are increasingly selecting 5-year fixed rates now 2021 (~45%) as 

compared to 2017 (~30%) with 10-year fixed rate mortgages becoming increasingly 

popular[81].  

 In New Zealand, there are a reported 80% of mortgages on fixed rate mortgages with Short 

term fixed rate mortgages preferred by borrowers[82]. 

 In the Netherlands, whilst 90% of mortgages are on fixed interest rates, there is an increasing 

trend toward borrowers adopting long term fixed rate mortgages over variable or Short-term 

fixed rate deals[83].  

 Portugal, historically, has been a market dominated by variable rate mortgages. However, the 

market share of variable rate mortgages products declined from 95% in March 2015 to reach 

an all-time low of 50% in December 2019[84]. The uptake of variable interest mortgages has 

since increased the products recorded a market share of 67% by June 2022[85].  

 In the Canadian market, the stock of fixed rate mortgages was 79% (2019), which then 

decreased to 73% in 2020 as borrowers’ preference for variable rate mortgages increased due 

to a reduction in variable interest rates[86].  

 

4 . 2 . 4  M O R T G A G E  I N D E X  

This section identifies the indices in use by the retail banking industry in the 7 markets for pricing 

Mortgages.  

Figure 4.2.4.1 highlights three of the four European markets utilise the EURIBOR as their mortgage 

Index with only the Netherlands using the ECB rate. The UK utilises the BEBR to decide the rate for 

lending to the public, New Zealand has their benchmark rate, official cash rate (OCR) and Canada also 

has their own benchmark, the overnight rate.  
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Figure 4.2.4.1 

Source: [A200-A206] 

4 . 2 . 5  C O N V E Y A N C I N G  F E E S  

This section indicates the typical funding practice for Conveyancing Fees when a customer originates 

or switches a mortgage in each of the 7 markets. We consider whether it is the providers or the customers 

who typically fund the cost of Conveyancing. 

Across the markets, as a default, it is typical for the customer to fund the cost of Conveyancing Fees. 

However in some markets there are situations in which the provider will instead fund the cost, this 

typically can include: a first home-buyer Mortgage, when a customer switches to a new provider or 

when a customer re-finances an existing Mortgage. Providers can select to cover Conveyancing Fees 

on a product-by-product basis. 

 In the UK, cost of Conveyancing is always with the buyer when a mortgage product is taken 

up. There are also seller-side Conveyancing costs that are not transferred to the buyer which 

relate to sales of property and redemption of the existing Mortgages. Additionally, reduced- or 

fee-free Conveyancing can be a point of product differentiation in the mortgage market, 

particularly when interest rates are competitive amongst providers. If a customer re-mortgages 

to a new lender, the provider may offer fee-free Conveyancing in which case they will need to 

use an approved panel solicitor from the new lender. Lenders typically have a number of 

conveyancers “on-panel”. If the customer chooses to use a specific conveyancer and these are 

not on your new lenders panel then they would be responsible for the cost[87]. 

 In New Zealand, some providers offer cash contributions for certain mortgage products such 

as a first home buyer or switching a mortgage to another lender. ANZ Bank offers NZD 3,000 

cash contribution whereas Kiwibank offer to cover Conveyancing Fees when buying or selling 

a property. Additionally, if the customer avails of the offers they are typically locked into a 5-

Markets  Pricing Index 

UK BEBR (Bank of England Base Rate) 

New Zealand OCR (Official Cash Rate) 

The Netherlands ECB rate 

Portugal EURIBOR 

Lithuania EURIBOR & Country Economic Indicator 

Finland EURIBOR 

Canada Bank of Canada Overnight Rate 
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year period wherein if they were to leave the customer would have to pay the original 

Conveyancing Fee back. If the customer decides to sell the house, the costs need to be 

refunded to the bank on a pro-rata basis[88]. 

 In the Netherlands, the borrower typically pays a 2% Conveyancing Fee. Dutch providers 

generally also offer to cover Conveyancing Fee costs for specific products such as mortgage 

switching to a new lender[89]. 

 In Finland, the cost of Conveyancing always lies with the customer. However, it is possible to 

negotiate a reduction or a waiver for Conveyancing Fees with a new provider[90]. 

 

4 . 2 . 6  M O R T G A G E  P R O D U C T S  

This section considers whether there are any unique mortgage products in any of the markets and the 

purpose of those unique products within the individual market. The following unique products were 

identified across the UK, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Finland and Canada. 

 In the UK, there are a number of unique products such as the Help to Buy Equity Loans or 

Shared Ownership Mortgages, which are reserved for new builds only, specifically evolving 

from the government’s drive to create hundreds of thousands of new homes over a set period 

coupled with the “Help to Buy” scheme. These loans allow borrowers to get a mortgage 

combined with an equity loan funded by the taxpayer, which reduces their deposit and income 

requirements in exchange for a proportionate upside return once the property sells or the 

homeowner pays off the equity loan. There are also Joint Borrower Sole Proprietor loans which 

allow outside parties, such as private lenders, to help boost the income affordability of the 

buyer. Offset Mortgages like Barclay’s Springboard mortgage where the security is provided 

through savings or other assets provided by the borrower’s family[91]. Additionally, Open 

banking is an example of an initiative that could have significant impact on the experience of 

buyers in the future. With access to financial data, there is potential for a lower cost to serve 

and an overall speedier end-to-end experience for consumers. Reduced costs and improved 

data modelling could be future developments in this space, but few developments as yet can be 

identified in the market[92]. 

 In New Zealand, one such product is the “Back My Build” or “Blueprint to Build” products 

from two of the main banks in the country, ASB and ANZ. These products offer floating 

interest rate discounts for building or buying new homes[88].  

 In the Netherlands, it is possible to borrow up to 100% Loan to Value (LTV) which is relatively 

unique amongst the other markets. They also have a product called "Bouwdepot" which is a 

sum of money borrowed against an existing mortgage to be used for reconstruction/renovations 

in the home[89]. 

 In Finland, there is the ASP loan which is to support young people between 15-39 years old to 

buy their first apartment. After a 10% deposit is saved, customers can avail of a government 
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guarantee and a 10-year interest subsidy as well as tax exempt and improved interest on 

savings[90].  

 In Canada, there is a unique hybrid or combination mortgage, which has both fixed and variable 

interest rates. Part of the mortgage has a fixed interest rate, and the other portion has a variable 

interest rate. The fixed portion gives you partial protection in case interest rates go up. The 

variable portion provides partial benefits if rates fall. Each portion may have different terms. 

This makes hybrid Mortgages more difficult to switch to another lender[93]. 

 

4 . 2 . 7  G R E E N  M O R T G A G E  P R O D U C T S  

This section discusses Green mortgage products and the availability of Green mortgages in the each of 

the markets. We consider the average discount offered on Green mortgages interest rates.  

All of the 7 markets offered Green mortgages as follows: 

 In the UK, Barclays allows borrowers a higher LTV on Green mortgages and excludes standard 

product fees[94]. It is typical for lenders to provide borrowers with an interest repayment 

discounts (0.01% - 0.11%) and or cashback of £250-£1000 where borrowers are purchasing 

homes with a high energy rating[95].  

 In New Zealand, major lenders offered borrowers a 1% discount of repayment fees[88, 96]. 

 In the Netherlands, leading lenders offer a direct mortgage interest discount of between 0.10% 

- 0.15%[89].  

 In Finland’s, Nordea Bank offers up to a 0.10% direct mortgage interest discount over their 

existing interest rates[97].  

 In Canada, lenders offer discounts of between CAD 5,000 - 40,000 in the form of an interest 

free term period[98].  

4 . 2 . 8  M O R T G A G E  S W I T C H I N G  

Customer mobility is very important to foster competition and to ensure consumers can benefit from 

the best deals available on the market. This section explores the existence of regulation compelling 

lenders to cooperate and support consumers switching mortgage providers in each of the 7 markets. 

All markets share common industry processes for moving from one mortgage provider to another, in so 

far as the borrower applies for a mortgage with a new provider and uses the new mortgage to repay the 

existing Mortgage, so it can be discharged. Consequently, the process and cost of moving a mortgage 

can incur both significant effort and cost, particularly where the customer is required to fund the cost 

of Conveyancing and legal fees when moving provider, as is commonly the case in each of the 7 markets. 

There do not appear to be any specific regulatory requirements on switching mortgages across any of 

the 7 markets. Instead, lenders are required to ensure switching is not prohibitive to customers by 

eliminating tying practices, enabling early repayment, ensuring clarity of contractual information. In 
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the main, switching is prompted through increased competition in markets with lenders providing 

incentives to new customers (e.g. cashback) or competitive interest rates. 

In the EU, the mortgage Credit Directive makes it easier for borrowers to switch providers as the 

directive includes provisions on pre-contractual information, prohibition of tying practices, period of 

reflection/withdrawal and in particular the right to early repayment of the credit.  

 In the UK, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has asked firms to consider how they can 

encourage mortgage borrowers to think about switching when there are less costly options 

available. However, they also deem it unnecessary to introduce any regulation on switching[99].  

 In New Zealand, while there are no clear policies on mortgage switching, providers do offer 

competitive rates for switching and with the New Zealand government introducing new laws 

restricting low deposit mortgage lending, it has encouraged lenders to lower interest rates in 

order to attract new customers[88].  

 In Portugal, regulatory requirements define a maximum fee for early repayment: i) in 

agreements with a variable interest rate: the equivalent of 0.5% of the capital that is repaid; ii) 

agreements with a fixed interest rate: the equivalent of 2% of the capital that is repaid. Bank 

customers are exempt from paying this fee if the reason for which they intend the repayment 

is one of the following: death, unemployment, or professional travel of one of the holders of 

the loan[100]. 

 

4 . 2 . 9  M O R T G A G E  T E R M S  

This section analyses the range of mortgage terms offered across mortgage products in each 7 markets, 

including the longest fixed term mortgage available in the markets. This section also considers the 

typical levies applied by lenders when breaking a fixed rate mortgage for markets in the European 

Economic Area (EEA). 

Figure 4.2.9.1 describes the typical mortgage terms available in each market as follows; Portugal offers 

the widest range of mortgage terms of between 1-50 years, followed by the UK of between 3-40 years, 

and New Zealand, Lithuania, Canada each between 6 months and 30 years. The Netherlands and Finland 

offer between 1 and 30-year terms. Canada provides lending up to 35 years through alternative lenders.  

The UK offers a maximum fixed rate mortgage term of 40 years’, Portugal offers 30 years, Canada 25 

years, Finland and Lithuania 20 years and New Zealand 5 years.  

The typical mortgage term in Portugal is between 30-40 years, while New Zealand, the Netherlands and 

Lithuania all have typical mortgage terms of 30 years. The remaining markets are the UK (25 years), 

Finland (12 years) and Canada (5 years).  
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UK 
New 

Zealand 
Netherlands Portugal Lithuania Finland Canada 

Mortgage 

term 

available 

6 Months - 

40 Years 

6 Months 

- 30 Years 

1 Year - 30 

Years 

1 Year - 

50 Years 

6 Months - 

30 Years 

1 Year - 

30 Years 

6 Months 

- 30 Years 

(regulated 

entities) / 

35 years 

(alternativ

e lenders) 

Max Term of 

Fixed Rate 

Mortgage 

40 Years 

(Kensingto

n 

Mortgages, 

Online 

mortgage 

broker 

Habito) 

5 Years 30 Years 30 Years 20 Years 20 Years 25 Years 

Typical 

mortgage 

Term 

25 Years 30 Years 30 Years 
30-40 

Years 
30 Years 12 Years 5 Years 

Figure 4.2.9.1 (NL – 2017; other markets – 2022) 

Source: [A207-A221] 

 

In general, most markets do not specifically regulate for fees and charges levied to a borrower in respect 

of breaking a fixed rate mortgage. Instead, markets provide clear guidance to protect customers from 

unfair or excessive charging practices as follows: 

 In the UK, the FCA mortgage Conduct of Business requires lenders to ensure; a) early 

repayment charges to be expressed as cash and to be reasonable; b) early repayment charges to 

be disclosed in illustrations; and c) early settlement charges on second charge regulated 

mortgage contracts[101].  

 In New Zealand, the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act 2003 regulates early 

repayment charges on loans - to allow a fixed rate contract to be broken by a customer. Banks 

are entitled to charge a prepayment or "break" fee to recover losses, however regulations limit 

this fee to recovering costs only - meaning banks cannot profit from the transactions[88]. 

 In the Netherlands, borrowers are typically able to repay 20% per annum without penalty and 

since 2015, "Rentemiddelen" was introduced to enable clients to break the fixed rate period 

and include the penalty into the new interest rate[89]. 

 In Finland, the lender has a right to collect 1% fee on the remaining capital where the fixed rate 

mortgage is paid at least 12 months before the original maturity. Should the repayment occur 
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less than 6 months before the maturity, then the lender can collect a maximum fee of 0.5%. In 

both cases the fee is not to exceed the amount of interest to be accrued between payment and 

the original date of maturity[90].  

4 . 2 . 1 0  M O R T G A G E  A C C O U N T S  

This section describes the total value of outstanding and new mortgage accounts in the 7 markets over 

the past decade.  

Figure 4.2.10.1 illustrates the value of outstanding residential mortgages across the markets. In 2020, 

at €1,688 bn the UK had by far the largest outstanding mortgage value, followed by Canada (€1184 bn), 

the Netherlands (€536 bn), New Zealand (€125 bn), Finland (€103 bn), Portugal (€96 bn) and Lithuania 

(€9 bn). 

Figures 4.2.10.2 – 4.2.10.8 (Appendix Figures) highlight the yearly total value of outstanding 

Mortgages in each of the markets. Lithuania (57%) and New Zealand (51%) have each experienced 

significant growth of outstanding mortgage debt in the past decade. In Canada and the UK, outstanding 

mortgage debt increased by over 38% and 25% respectively in the past decade. Finland increased 17% 

and the Netherlands remained the most consistent with a modest 3% increase. Portugal was the only 

market in which there has been a decline over the decade with outstanding Mortgages down by 10%. 

Figure 4.2.10.9 shows the value of new loan Drawdowns in each of the markets in 2021. The UK had 

€90 bn worth of new Mortgages, followed by the Netherlands (€82 bn), New Zealand (€59 bn), Finland 

(€22 bn) and Portugal (€14 bn).  

Figures 4.2.10.10 – 4.2.10.14 (Appendix Figures) demonstrate the year-on-year new mortgage 

Drawdown values across the last decade. Between 2015 and 2020, the value of new mortgage 

Drawdowns has increased across all markets except New Zealand where the change has been minimal. 

The largest increase was in Portugal which has seen a 168% rise in new mortgage values. The 

Netherlands (71%), the UK (20%) and Finland (15%) follow. 

The total value of new mortgage Drawdown changed significantly during the pandemic period i.e., 

between 2020 and 2021. In the UK, new mortgage Drawdowns declined (9%), but an upward trend was 

observed in Portugal (38%), New Zealand (36%), the Netherlands (24%) and Finland (10%). 
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Figure 4.2.10.1 (2020) 

Source: [A222-A227] 

 

  

Figure 4.2.10.9 (2021) 

Source: [A228 - A232] 

Note: Due to insufficient data, Lithuania and Canada were excluded from analysis 

4 . 2 . 1 1  M O R T G A G E  M A R K E T  S H A R E  

This section illustrates the market share of mortgages among banks, digital banks and non-bank 

providers in the UK, New Zealand, the Netherlands, and Canada.  
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Figure 4.2.11.1 illustrates that in New Zealand, banks represent a 98% of mortgage lenders while non-

banks make up the remaining 2% and there are no Digital banks. In the Netherlands, banks make up 

80% while non-banks contribute the remaining 20%. Similarly, in Canada banks make up 80% with 

non-banks at 20%. Data for the UK is represented as Monetary Financial Institutions (consisting of 

banks, mutuals and Building Societies) comprising 89% market share with specialist lenders having 7% 

and others 4%.  

 

 

Figure 4.2.11.1 (UK, NL – 2021; NZ – 2019, CA – 2022) 

Source: [A233-A240] 

Note:  

 *Inclusive of banks and Building Societies 

 Due to insufficient data, Portugal, Lithuania, and Finland were excluded from analysis 

4 . 2 . 1 2  M O R T G A G E  M A R K E T  S H A R E  P R O V I D E R  C O N C E N T R A T I O N   

This section assesses the mortgage market share concentration of the leading providers in the target 

markets.  

 In the UK, there has been little change in recent years. As of 2021, Lloyds bank is the leading 

provider with 19.5% market share, non-bank Nationwide Building Society has 12.7% and of 

the big four HSBC has the least market share at 7.2%[102].  

 In Portugal, the largest provider by market share as of 2020 is Caixa Geral de Depósitos at 

25%, which is followed by Santander (21.7%), BCP (18.4%), BPI (12.6%) and Novo Banco 

(10.5%)[103].  

 In Finland, OP Financial Group (38%), Nordea (28%) and Danske bank (11%) are the top three 

leading mortgage providers as of 2022[104].  
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 In New Zealand, ANZ leads with 30.7% market share as of 2022 and is one of the four largest 

banks, which are responsible for 85% of lending in New Zealand[105].  

 In the Netherlands, the leading 3 banks represented 49% of the mortgage market in 2020[106,107]. 

 

4.3 Small to Medium Enterprise Lending 

Section 4.3 describes Small to medium enterprise lending and addresses the following: SME lending 

(section 4.3.1); SME lending recent developments (section 4.3.2); SME government support (section 

4.3.3); SME lending products (section 4.3.4). 

4 . 3 . 1  S M E  L E N D I N G  

This section provides an overview of SME lending in each of the 7 target markets. We evaluate the 

value of new and open SME Loan values in addition to considering the value per SME. We also consider 

the levels of demand for SME lending across the markets.  

Figure 4.3.1.1 illustrates the total value of open SME lending in 2020 across the markets. The UK is 

the clear leader in terms of total open SME lending with nearly double the next nearest market, the 

Netherlands. Relative to the number of SMEs in the market, which is similar to Canada, the Netherlands 

has a proportionately higher level of open lending. Lithuania is the smallest market which is just 1.8% 

the size of UK lending. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.1 (2020) 

Source: [A241-A247] 
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Note: *proxy data generated for Finland; calculated value of SME lending (Finland) by assuming ratio 

of New Business Lending: New SME lending is proportional to Total Business Lending: Total SME 

lending (Considering average trend over previous 5 years) 

Figures 4.3.1.2 – 4.3.1.8 (Appendix Figures) show the year-on-year total value of open SME Lending. 

Over the course of the decade, the majority of markets saw an increase in SME lending including New 

Zealand (115%), Finland (85%), Lithuania (42%), the UK (22%) and Canada (14%). Two markets saw 

decreases in SME lending across the decade, namely Portugal (20%) and the Netherlands (18%). 

Figure 4.3.1.9 displays new SME lending in 2020 for the markets. The UK has by far the biggest market 

in 2020 with €117 bn, however this was an anomaly due to the pandemic. If we look to the UK, the 

average of the previous 7 years is €66 bn, which is still the largest new SME lending market. The next 

nearest markets are the Netherlands (€18 bn) and Canada (€17 bn).  

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.9 (2020) 

Source: [A248-A253] 

Note:  

 *proxy data generated for Lithuania; calculated value of New SME lending (Lithuania) by 

assuming ratio of New Business Lending: New SME lending is proportional to Total Business 

Lending : Total SME lending (Considering average trend over the last 5 years) 

 Note: Due to insufficient data, New Zealand was excluded from analysis 

 

Figures 4.3.1.10 – 4.3.1.15 (Appendix Figures) highlight the year-on-year new SME lending in each of 

the markets. In the UK there is a clear spike in lending in 2020 which returned to regular levels the 

following year at €67 bn. Since 2013, there have also been increases across the majority of markets, 
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Lithuania (44%), the UK (25%), Finland (24%) and Canada (4%). The Netherlands (4%) and Portugal 

(1%) are the only 2 markets experiencing an overall decrease across the decade. 

 

Figures 4.3.1.16 describes the euro value of SME lending in thousand euro per SME for each market. 

Together, Finland (€99,400) and the Netherlands (€97,500) have the highest per SME Lending. New 

Zealand (€72,300), Portugal (€67,400) and Canada (€64,200) form the middle tier. The UK (€43,200) 

and Lithuania (€39,500) are close together with the lowest levels of per SME Lending. 

 

Figure 4.3.1.16 (2020)  

Source: [A254-A261] 

Note: *Calculated value of SME lending (Finland) by assuming ratio of New Business Lending: New 

SME lending is proportional to Total Business Lending: Total SME lending (Considering average 

trend over the last 5 years) 

 

 

As outlined in figures 4.3.1.10 – 4.3.1.15 (Appendix Figures), across the markets there is a mix in the 

year-on-year value of new lending to SMEs between 2019 and 2020. Some markets such as the UK saw 

significant increases in lending to cope with the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Similar to this, 

Netherlands, Finland and Lithuania saw higher levels of new lending in 2020, while new lending in 

Portugal was flat and reduced somewhat in Canada. 

 

 In the UK, there was the largest increase (26%) in SME lending across the 7 assessed markets 
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around the pandemic[108]. Outstanding lending to UK SMEs reached record levels (€240 bn) as 

companies sought external financing to withstand the impact of the pandemic. New lending to 

SMEs is returning to normal levels following the end of lockdowns.  

 In New Zealand, banks noted that during the first quarter of 2020 there was strong demand 

from SMEs for liquidity facilities to meet outgoings, but this demand slowed when SME 

support policies were brought in. In 2020, non-bank business lending was NZD 7 bn, up from 

NZD 5.1 bn in 2019. A portion of this lending will be to SMEs, but data does not capture the 

breakdown. The government sponsored Business Finance Guarantee Scheme (BFGS) was 

launched during 2020 to help SMEs access credit for cash flow, capital assets, and projects 

relating to the impacts of COVID-19[109]. The scheme is expected to result in loans of NZD 

6.25 bn to New Zealand businesses. Under the BFGS, businesses with annual revenues between 

NZD 250,000 mn and NZD 80 mn will be able to apply to banks for loans of up to NZD 

500,000 for a period of up to three years. The loans will have 80% of the risk guaranteed by 

the Government, with the banks carrying the risk on the remaining 20%[110].  

 In the Netherlands, there has been a lower level of demand for SME lending (-14%)[103] 

compared to average eurozone figures (+3%)[111] between 2020 and 2021. The 2009–2018 

period shows a steady level of loan applications, although in recent years there has been a 

reduced number of applications from SMEs.  

 In Portugal, the year-on-year new SME lending has remained relatively steady between 2013 

and 2020, with the exception of the three years between 2016 and 2018, where a two-year drop 

was followed by a modest increase in 2018. This was largely driven by a reduction in the 

provision of long-term loans by Portuguese lenders[112]
. 

 In Lithuania, the level of indebtedness of SMEs is comparatively not as high as in the other 

markets. In 2020, about 66% of all enterprises stated that they were using internal resources as 

their main source of funding[113]
. 

 In Finland, demand for SME lending is high and has reached levels approaching pre-financial 

crisis. SMEs’ strong demand for loans was supported by pandemic economic measures to 

prevent bankruptcies, because restrictions on mobility and business activity affected demand 

in Finland[114].  

 In Canada, year-on-year lending has largely been on an upward trajectory since 2012, including 

an increase in 2020. Loan approval rates are high: 89% of all SMEs that applied for a loan in 

2019 from a financial institution were approved. As of 2020, most small business financing 

(83.6%) was provided by banks (Domestic and non-domestic) and Credit Unions. The 

remainder came from finance companies, financial funds and insurance companies[115]. For 

SMEs that did not seek debt financing in 2020, 85% of SMEs said they did not need it. Only 

4% said that it was because they thought they would be turned down and 5% thought the cost 

of financing was too high. SMEs in Canada are demanding value and quality service[116].  
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4 . 3 . 2  S M E  L E N D I N G  R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

This section considers the evolution of the SME lending market in recent years as follows: 

 

 In the UK, gross bank lending to SMEs surged 82% year on year to £103.7 bn, the highest level 

since the data recording began. 45% of SMEs applied for external financing in 2020, compared 

to 13% in 2019 and 2018. The extremely large rise was driven by the usage of government 

guaranteed loan schemes introduced in response to the pandemic. The main schemes of 

relevance to SMEs were the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) and the 

Bounce Back Loan Scheme (BBLS). Repayments of bank loans by SMEs totalled £57.3 bn in 

2020. This was the highest on record and up 4% from 2019. Total repayments fell short of 

gross lending, resulting in net lending of £46.5 bn. Which was the largest net flow on record in 

the UK[117]. 

 In New Zealand, SME business lending from banks decreased to NZD 70.8 bn in 2020 down 

from NZD 72.6 bn the previous year. This is the first decrease in lending from New Zealand 

banks since 2012. The overall value of outstanding business loans also decreased, from NZD 

120.5 bn in 2019 to NZD 116 bn in 2020. This is the first decrease in loans since 2010. SME 

lending fell by a lesser proportion than overall lending, meaning that the share of SME lending 

to total business loans increased by 0.7%, from 60.2% to 60.9%[118].  

 In the Netherlands, new lending to SMEs stood at €18.1 bn in 2020, representing a slight 

increase in comparison to 2019, when it stood at €17 bn. bank loans continue to be the main 

source of external financing for SMEs in the Netherlands. The percentage of requested loans 

that were fully authorised rose from 74% in 2015 to 84% in 2018[119]. 

 In Portugal, from 2010-2019 the evolution in lending policy was driven by balance sheet 

constraints and a less favourable perception of risk, resulting in stricter credit standards and 

tighter lending conditions. In association with this there has been a consistently declining trend 

in lending has been observed since 2010. Over the 2010-2020 period, SME lending declined 

by almost 33%. Over the 2010-2020 period, SME lending declined by almost 33%. The decline 

in SME lending was more pronounced in short-term SME Loans over the period, having 

dropped by 64%[120].  

 In Lithuania, in 2019, loans given to SMEs accounted for 42% of the total portfolio of loans to 

Non-Financial Corporations (NFC). Compared to 2019, there was an increase in SMEs loans 

by 17% in 2020. As soon as the first pandemic lockdown started in Lithuania, the SME’s 

portfolio of borrowing was quite stable, a higher decrease was noticeable in bigger enterprises. 

However, equity capital and liabilities to non-banks (e.g., loans, trade payables) are the main 

sources of funding for SME’s. As of 2020, equity capital financed around 45% of SME assets, 

while liabilities financed approximately 55%[121,122]. 
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 In Finland, total new business lending and SME lending have followed inverse trends since the 

slump that followed the financial crisis. SME lending plummeted in 2013 and 2014 due to the 

economic downturn. New SME lending has increased by 44% since, whereas the total new 

business lending has grown only by 0.5% from 2014 to 2019. The decrease in the share of 

short-term loans granted between 2019 and 2020 suggests that there wasn’t a huge need for 

working capital financing for SME’s due to the pandemic. Pandemic business grants also 

reduced the need of loans. The volume of direct government loans to SME’s has decreased 

yearly since 2015 from €385 mn to €105 mn in 2020. However, the introduction of European 

Union (EU) guarantee programmes targeted at SME’s has increased availability of loans 

intermediated by banks and reduced the demand for loans provided by Finnvera[123]. 

 Since 2016 new lending to Canadian SME’s has grown consistently year-on-year, with a 

modest decline in 2020. In Canada, SME’s seeking credit enjoy a very competitive 

marketplace, with many different financing firms competing for their business. Domestic banks 

are the main providers of debt financing, with 56.4% of overall lending to SME’s. Small 

businesses’ share of total outstanding business loans was 11.7%. Bank of Canada indicate that 

lenders reported that overall business lending conditions eased towards the end of the second 

half of 2020. Borrowers also reported an easing of credit conditions during the same period[124]. 

 

4 . 3 . 3  S M E  G O V E R N M E N T  S U P P O R T  

This section identifies whether government backed schemes (i.e., similar to the Strategic banking 

Corporation of Ireland) providing SMEs with funding and business advice are available in each of the 

7 markets.  

Our research identified the existence of government backed schemes across each of the 7 markets as 

follows: 

 In the UK, the British Business bank (BBB) is a state-owned business development bank that 

aims to drive sustainable growth and prosperity across the UK, and to enable the transition to 

a net zero economy, by supporting access to finance for smaller businesses. BBB has the 

following objectives:  

o Increase the supply of finance available to smaller businesses where markets don’t 

work well, help to create a more diverse finance market for smaller businesses, with a 

greater choice of options and providers, encourage and enable SMEs to seek the 

finance best suited to their needs.  

o Be the center of expertise on smaller business finance in the UK, providing advice and 

support to government[125].  

o The BBB provides early-stage companies with loans, scale ups with various financing 

options/advice and support for day-to-day financial needs for businesses. They also 

offer a recovery loan scheme which provided extra support to businesses following 

the COVID-19 pandemic. More than 35,000 loans have been drawn down under the 
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Enterprise Finance Guarantee programme, to a value of over £3.3bn[126]. In the 2017 

budget it was announced that EFG would be extended for a further four years and 

expanded to support up to £500m per year. BBB work with over 130 partners such as 

banks, leasing companies, venture capital funds and web-based platforms. The stock 

of finance supported through the bank’s core finance programmes was £8.506 bn at 

the end of March 2021. This was below its target of £9.085 bn due to displacement of 

existing programmes by Covid-19 emergency finance schemes, which offered £80.4 

bn of finance to almost 1.7m businesses[127].  

 In the Netherlands, the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) is state-owned entity with a 

focus on SME financing, helping entrepreneurs and businesses to invest, develop and expand 

their businesses and projects, both in the Netherlands and abroad. There are resources available 

such as support, tax relief and funding schemes through the Dutch government website. RVO 

help entrepreneurs, NGOs, knowledge institutes, policy makers and businesses. It supports 

entrepreneurship, improving collaborations, and strengthening positions through funding and 

networks[128]. RVO provides a range of support for businesses including financial support, 

personal advice, help expanding your network, development cooperation, agricultural 

enterprise, innovation, and sustainable enterprises. It also provides startup/scale up support, 

grow your business, going international, sustainable business, patents & IP, and facilitator 

support[129]. 

 In Portugal, the Financial Development Institution (IFD) is the Portuguese national 

development institution. IFD creates financial instruments to address market shortfall and 

facilitate access to finance for SME’s and Mid-Caps (companies with up to 3000 

employees)[130]. Separately, there is the Portuguese Mutualist system supporting SME 

companies in which warranties are given to banks in a credit operation (Garantia Mútua) known 

as Sociedades de Garantia Mútua, and where the funding is managed by the state-owned Banco 

Português do Fomento. The scheme aims to support projects of innovation, green finance, 

social impact, and infrastructure. The scheme includes three types of financial instruments, 

warrants, capital (business angels, capital funds, co-investments with private investors), and 

debt instruments (long term credit with a lower cost)[131]. 

 In Lithuania, Invega is a financial entity incorporated by the state. The main objectives of 

Invega’s operations are the provision of financial services and implementation and 

administration of financial and other support measures for SME’s[132]. Invega have allocated a 

total of €365 mn for SME’s during the COVID-19 crisis. 1,341 applications were made for 

funding and 987 were accepted with contracts signed and loans distributed[133]. 

 In Finland, Finnvera is a state-owned company and the official Export Credit Agency. Finnvera 

provides financing for the start, growth and internationalization of enterprises while providing 

guarantees against risks arising from exports. Finnvera strengthens the operating potential and 

competitiveness of Finnish enterprises by offering loans, domestic guarantees, export credit 

guarantees, and other services associated with the financing of exports. Finnvera granted €1.7 

bn worth of domestic financing loans and guarantees in 2021. They had approximately 25,800 

clients made up mostly of micro enterprises, SMEs, and midcaps. Finnvera has equity worth 
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approximately €0.9 bn as well as funding from international bond markets which amounts to 

roughly €1 bn per year[134]. 

 In Canada, the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC) provides financing and advisory 

services to entrepreneurs and businesses. It is a financially sustainable Crown corporation, 

whose sole shareholder is the Government of Canada[135].  

4 . 3 . 4  S M E  L E N D I N G  P R O D U C T S  

This section discusses the range of SME lending products and whether there are any unique products in 

any particular market and how these products compare across the provider types.  

A common set of SME lending products were identified across each of the markets as follows; bank 

loans, subsidised loans, government funding schemes, trade credit, overdrafts, credit leasing and hire 

purchase.  

Compared to traditional banks, non-bank and digital banks are more commonly providing non-

traditional SME lending products, including financial leasing, factoring, balance sheet business lending, 

merchant cash advances, supply chain finance and invoice financing.  

Many of the markets offered better terms on green loans whether through lower interest rates or 

cashback. There were also some unique state-backed products. 

In the UK, the government’s British Business bank has supported peer-to-peer business lending by 

becoming a lender on platforms like Funding Circle (lent £1,972 mn in 2021[136]) and Market Invoice 

as part of its program to increase SME Lending. The model enables individuals to lend direct to small 

businesses in the form of straightforward term loans. New models of peer-to-peer lending are emerging 

constantly. Companies such as Spotcap and Iwoca have raised debt capital and offered more accessible 

loan products for the smaller businesses that banks are usually more reluctant to lend to. These products, 

that offer easy access to SMEs via web portals, assume balance sheet risk themselves and seek to make 

a profit in the margin between the rates they take on their own debt, and the loan rates they offer to 

businesses. Additionally, lending firms in the UK must be authorised and are regulated by the FCA[137]. 

In New Zealand, ASB Bank offer a Rural Sustainability Loan to fund sustainable on-farm initiatives 

that will directly improve a farm's environmental footprint, such as sustainable use and protection of 

water, sustainable energy use, or animal health and welfare. The loan comes with a low variable floating 

interest rate and no establishment fee[81]. In 2021, ASB announced to provide loans worth NZD 100 mn 

as part of these Green low-cost loans[128]. There are two regulators involved in New Zealand who 

oversee SME Lending: Reserve Bank of New Zealand and Financial Market Authority[88]. 

 In the Netherlands, several programmes are in place to support SMEs’ access to finance. Such 

as, Qredits, a microcredit private non-profit organization jointly started by a group of public 

and private investors in the Netherlands, which operates at a national level[138]. It introduced 

SME Loans of various sizes and committed to lend €70 mn towards small and micro companies 

in 2021[139]. Different products offered by Qredits can be readily access via their official 
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website. Furthermore, the Netherlands created a National Promotional Institution named 

Invest-NL in 2019, whose aim is to help SMEs through financing[140]. There is also the state-

backed Dutch Trade and Investment Fund which provides loan guarantees and export finance, 

credit guarantee for SMEs, a green growth fund, seed capital, reimbursement fixed costs for 

startups and partners for water[141]. 

 In Portugal, the government programmes SME Invest/Growth and Capitalizar offer credit lines. 

In 2020, this programme experienced a 92% increase in demand compared to the previous year, 

largely due to the government's announcement of €200 mn[142] line of credit to mitigate the 

impacts of the pandemic’s crisis on SME financing.  

 In Lithuania, the government supports SMEs with loans with preferential rates granted under 

the EU Entrepreneurship Promotion Fund. When a company does not have sufficient collateral, 

it can apply to the state-controlled enterprise Invega, which provides various options of loan 

guarantees, factoring, leasing and export credit repayments. As of 2022, loans worth €365 

mn[143] were allocated via Invega towards SMEs in Lithuania via partner lenders and authorised 

banks[144]. 

 In Finland, there is a state backed Finnvera loan for SMEs for domestic use which must also 

be supported with partner banks[90]. There are also growth loans for internationalisation projects 

and corporate restructuring[144]. 
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4.4 Current, deposit and consumer lending 

Section 4.4 addresses Current and Deposit accounts and Consumer lending as follows; proportion of 

banked population (section 4.4.1); and account switching policies (section 4.4.2). 

4 . 4 . 1  P R O P O R T I O N  o f  B A N K E D  P O P U L A T I O N  

This section captures the percentage of the banked population with Current, Payments or Deposit 

accounts across each of the markets.  

Figure 4.4.1.1 shows Lithuania as the country with the highest unbanked population at 17% compared 

to the 7 markets included in the scope of this review. This is followed by Portugal (8%), the UK (4%), 

and New Zealand (1%). The remaining markets, the Netherlands, Finland and Canada all have the 

entirety of their adult population with some form of Current, Payment or Deposit account. 

 

Figure 4.4.1.1 (2021) 

Source: [A263,A264] 

4 . 4 . 2  A C C O U N T  S W I T C H I N G  P O L I C I E S  

This section confirms the existence of account switching policies in each of the 7 markets. We also 

consider whether there have been any changes to Current / Payment account switching policies in recent 

years. 

Across 6 of the 7 markets industry approaches to supporting account switching policies or processes 

were identified, with Canada being the only market where no account switching approach was evident. 

Across 6 of the 7 markets industry approaches to supporting account switching policies or processes 

were identified, with Canada being the only market where no account switching approach was evident. 

We discuss the other 6 markets switching policies. 

 In the UK, the “Current Account Switch Service” was developed in 2013. This was a core part 

of the government's plan to reform Britain's banking system. The service was put in place to 

allow consumers to switch accounts between banks in 7 days with a guarantee that they would 
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be protected against any financial loss. Low levels of switching were a major barrier to 

competition between banks and improving services for consumers[146]. In more recent years 

there have not been any major changes to Switching Current / Payment account switching 

policies[147].  

 In New Zealand, Kiwibank fought a battle to force its Australian headquartered bank rivals to 

agree to an industry standard to make switching easier. Before that, changing banks was a slow 

process. Now, switching banks is safe, easy and fast. The new bank will take care of the switch 

within five working days. It’s one of the fastest switching policies in the world. The process 

also links recurring payments, such as direct debits and automatic payments, to the new bank 

account number. As soon as a bank switch is requested, the newly chosen financial institution 

will get its dedicated switching team to change the account over[148].  

 In the Netherlands, there is a switching service called Overstapservice. The service aims to 

simplify payments account switching between service providers in the Netherlands. The 

service ensures that payments continue to proceed smoothly, for a period of 13 months, after 

switching from one Payment account to another. Transactions are transferred to the new 

Payment account and creditors are informed of the new account number[149]. There have not 

been any major changes to Payment / Current account switching policies in recent years[89].  

 In Lithuania and Portugal, there does not appear to have made any major changes to account 

switching policies in recent years. They both follow the EU Directive 2014/92/EU that states: 

“There should be comparable and transparent fees and rules for all Payment accounts and 

Payment Account Switching”. This directive has applied since September 2014 and was 

required to be incorporated into national law by September 2016[150].  

 In Finland, in practice the switching requires giving the new bank a power of attorney and 

letting them take care of practical steps in the former bank, this should be completed within 13 

days of signing the power of attorney[90].  

 In Canada, there was no switching service found and it is assumed that the switching process 

can only be done manually by closing an old account and re-opening a new one. 
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5 Appendix 

Figures 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.2 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A265] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.3 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A266] 
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Figure 4.2.10.4 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A267] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.5 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A268] 
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Figure 4.2.10.6 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A269] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.7 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A270] 
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Figure 4.2.10.8 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A271] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.10 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A272] 
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Figure 4.2.10.11 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A273] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.12 (2014 – 2021) 

Source: [A274] 
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Figure 4.2.10.13 (2014 – 2021) 

Source: [A275] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10.14 (2014 – 2021) 

Source: [A276] 
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Figure 4.3.1.2 (2013 - 2021) 

Source: [A277] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.3 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A278] 
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Figure 4.3.1.4 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A279] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.5 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A280] 
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Figure 4.3.1.6 (2014 – 2020) 

Source: [A281] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.7 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A282] 

Note: *proxy data generated for Finland; calculated value of SME lending (Finland) by assuming ratio of New 

Business Lending: New SME lending is proportional to Total Business Lending: Total SME lending 

(Considering average trend over previous 5 years) 
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Figure 4.3.1.8 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A283] 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.10 (2013 – 2021) 

Source: [A284] 
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Figure 4.3.1.11 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A285] 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1.12 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A286] 
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Figure 4.3.1.13 (2014 – 2020) 

Source: [A287] 

Note: *proxy data generated for Lithuania; calculated value of New SME lending (Lithuania) by assuming ratio 

of New Business Lending: New SME lending is proportional to Total Business Lending : Total SME lending 

(Considering average trend over the last 5 years)  

 

Figure 4.3.1.14 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A288] 
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Figure 4.3.1.15 (2013 – 2020) 

Source: [A289] 
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6 Bibliography & Glossary 

6.1 Glossary 

# Term Definition 

1 Account Switching 

Account switching is a service that allows a customer to switch 

his/her current account, including any direct debits and 

standing orders, to another current account in a different credit 

institution. 

2 Banks 

A bank is a financial institution licensed to accept deposits and 

offer loans to personal and SME customers. For the purposes 

of this study only retail banks are considered. 

3 Branch 
A physical location of a banking institution that allows for face 

to face interaction with customers. 

4 Brokered Deposits 

A brokered deposit is a type of investment that attracts 

individual investors because the deposits typically offer higher 

interest rates. The brokered deposits are usually large-

denomination and are often sold by a bank to a deposit broker, 

who then divides the deposit into smaller pieces for sale to their 

customers. 

5 Building Societies 

A building society is a type of financial institution that provides 

banking and other financial services to its members. These 

societies offer mortgages and demand-deposit accounts. 

6 Conveyancing 
The process of moving the legal ownership of property or land 

from one person to another. 

7 Conveyancing Fees Legal Fees associated with buying or selling a house. 

8 
Cooperative(Co-

operative) bank 

A type of financial institution that is owned and operated by its 

members. The goal of these institutions is to act on behalf of a 

unified group to offer traditional banking services and usually 

offer above-average services along with competitive rates in the 

areas of insurance, lending, and investment dealings. 

9 Covered Bonds Covered bonds are debt instruments secured by a cover pool of 

mortgage loans (property as collateral) or public-sector debt to 
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which investors have a preferential claim in the event of 

default. 

10 Credit Institutions 

An undertaking that receives deposits or other 

repayable funds from the public and to grant credits for its own 

account. 

11 Credit Union 

A credit union is a type of financial cooperative that provides 

traditional banking services. Credit unions are created, owned, 

and operated by their participants and are usually not-for-profit 

enterprises. 

12 
Current Accounts / 

Payment Accounts 

A payment account is a bank account facilitating a customer to 

deposit or withdraw funds in addition to making payments. 

13 Deposit Accounts 

Deposit accounts is a bank account facilitating customer to 

deposit funds which can be withdrawn at a later date, in some 

cases when certain conditions are met. Deposit accounts are not 

ordinarily used for the purpose of making payments. 

14 Digital banks 

A digital bank is a bank which operates online and does not 

provide a branch network for customer engagement. For the 

purpose of this report, arms of existing retail banks that operate 

as digital banks are also considered. Online banking channels 

of retail banks are excluded. 

15 
Domestic (in reference 

to financial institution) 
Credit institutions headquartered in the market being discussed. 

16 Drawdown 
A drawdown is the release of funds under an agreement with a 

lender. 

17 Green Mortgage 

Green mortgage is a mortgage specifically targeted at building 

or renovation of energy efficient buildings. Such a mortgage 

ordinarily includes an incentive or benefit to the customer 

compared to mortgages which are not for energy efficient 

buildings. 

18 

Household Debt / 

Household Lending / 

Consumer Credit / 

Consumer Debt / 

Consumer Lending 

Household debt is defined as all liabilities of households that 

require payments of interest or principal by households to the 

creditors at a fixed dates in the future. This includes personal 

loans, credit card debt, mortgage loans, etc. 
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19 
Independent ATM 

Deployers (IAD) 

Non-Financial institutions that own, manage and places ATM 

in retail premises or elsewhere. 

20 Index 
The index used by banks, digital banks and non-Banks to 

determine the rate of interest in the local market. 

21 Investment bank 
A financial services company that acts as an intermediary in 

large and complex financial transactions. 

22 Long Term Fixed Rate 
Mortgage products that offer fixed rate of interest on a 

mortgage loan for a long period, typically more than 5 years. 

23 Mortgage 
A mortgage is a collateralised agreement for a personal 

customer for the purpose of purchasing a dwelling. 

24 Mortgage Broker 

A mortgage broker is an intermediary who coordinates with the 

mortgage borrower and mortgage lender but does not use its 

own funds to originate mortgages. Mortgage brokers support 

mortgage borrowers by providing best view of the market and 

thus help in effective decision making. 

25 
Mortgage Switching / 

Re-Mortgaging 

Mortgage switching or re-mortgaging is taking out a new 

mortgage with a new lender, usually because the new lenders 

interest rate is lower and using that mortgage to pay off the old 

mortgage. 

26 Mortgage Term 
Mortgage term defines the number of maximum years over 

which a personal customer may take a mortgage loan. 

27 Non-Bank 

A Non-Bank financial institution is a financial institution which 

provides regulated or non-regulated credit services to personal 

and SME customers and includes credit unions among other 

regulated providers of credit. 

28 

Non-Domestic (in 

reference to financial 

institution) 

A non-domestic credit institution is not headquartered in the 

market being discussed and operates as a branch or subsidiary 

of a foreign institution. 

29 Online banking 

Online banking, also known as internet banking, e-banking, 

mobile banking or virtual banking, refers to carrying 

out banking operations on the Internet. 

30 Personal Loan 
A personal loan allows you to borrow money to pay for 

personal expenses and then repay those funds over time. 
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31 Securitizations 

Securitization is the process in which certain types of assets are 

pooled so that they can be repackaged into interest-bearing 

securities. 

32 Short Term Fixed Rate 
Mortgage products that offer fixed rate of interest on a 

mortgage loan for a long period, typically less than 5 years. 

33 
Small to Medium 

Enterprises / SMEs 

An enterprise that has fewer than 250 employees and an annual 

turnover not exceeding €50 mn. 

34 
SME Lending / SME 

Loans 

SME Lending is the funding for small and medium-sized 

enterprise including a wide array of loans or related financial 

products. 

35 Universal bank 

Universal banking is a system in which banks provide a wide 

variety of comprehensive financial services, including those 

tailored to retail, commercial, and investment services. 

36 Wholesale Funding 

Wholesale funding refers to the use of deposits and other 

liabilities from institutions such as banks, pension funds, 

money market mutual funds and other financial intermediaries. 

It is a way for large corporations and financial institutions to 

obtain working capital and other types of short-term financing. 
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6.2 List of Sources 
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A1 https://data.oecd.org/united-kingdom.htm 

A2 https://data.oecd.org/new-zealand.htm 

A3 https://data.oecd.org/netherlands.htm 

A4 https://data.oecd.org/portugal.htm 

A5 https://data.oecd.org/lithuania.htm 

A6 https://data.oecd.org/finland.htm 
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A28 https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264243439-8-

en.pdf?expires=1658920254&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=A51020D89923E5
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A29 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/business-population-estimates-

2021/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2021-statistical-release-
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%20no%20employees 
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A30 https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/financing-smes-and-

entrepreneurs-2022_5e4c6af5-en#page5 

A31 https://www.statista.com/statistics/818704/number-of-smes-in-the-netherlands/ 

A32 https://ccp.pt/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Portugal-SME-Fact-Sheet-2021.pdf 
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